
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of VP, real estate. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for VP, real estate

Develop and manage operating plans and budgets
Maintain corporate compliance with all local workplace/facilities regulations
Coordinate activities and initiatives with other internal departments
Partner with GRE Pre-Development, Transactions and Finance teams, internal
Business Units, Corporate stakeholders and in some cases, the surrounding
community, to define long range master plans for the company’s key business
hubs that become the development template for adding new or transforming
and optimizing the company’s real estate assets
Development management of new build and heavy refurbishment real estate
investment opportunities in the UK and Ireland from acquisition through to
disposal including the strategic oversight of forward fund investments and
the on-going asset management of completed developments
Assist and support portfolio and investment management teams with due
diligence on potential acquisitions, including existing properties and
development sites
Supporting the financing of assets, supporting the finance team in procuring
third party debt, negotiating development related clauses, clearing debt and
managing cash flow and payments
Advise the Fund managers on acquisition and disposal strategies
Ensures the existence of fully executed and active legal documents for all
leased, owned and licensed properties
Coordinates consents, notifications or other communications with various
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Qualifications for VP, real estate

Ability to regularly communicate analyzed data to the client and team to
achieve established goals
Deep knowledge across the capital structure
Minimum of 3 years working in strategic capacity with experience executing
large scale initiatives, preferably related to learning
Minimum of 5 years working at a management level, preferably senior level,
with multiple direct reports in a matrix environment
Minimum of 8 years of experience in real estate, sales or training industry
Working knowledge of adult learning theories preferred


